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“I thank my God in all my remembrance of you, always in every prayer of
mine for you all making my prayer with joy, because of your partnership in
the gospel from the first day until now.”
(Philippians 1:3–5, ESV)
Lisa and I feel very blessed to serve with and among the congregation
of First Baptist Church (FBC). I consider serving as your Pastor to be
the greatest and most humbling honor of my life. To say 2020 was a
difficult year for our church, our city, and our society would be a massive
understatement. As such, without your help and without your prayers,
ministry here would have simply ceased to function. And yet that was
obviously not the Lord’s will, because despite such difficult odds, we’ve
made it this far through the pandemic and all signs point to the fact that
whenever we emerge from it, FBC will only be stronger than we have
ever been before! We have both the Lord and you — the congregation —
to thank for that. God has obviously called us not only to maintain this
ministry, but to help it grow into the future, which is what makes so clear
the need for a vision — a mission — plan to guide us into the future. That
is what our new “Community Plan” is all about: To guide our work in both
the short- and long-term. We would be unwise to not “check-in” and see
how we are doing in accordance with this plan. Hence the structure of the
report that follows.
2020 saw the development of a new “Mission Portfolio” to provide a vision
for the future and also give structure to the Community Plan. This
included the following elements:
New Slogan
“Community — Jesus — Service”
New Mission Statement
We are everyday people
LOOKING UP to God for meaning in life;
REACHING OUT across cultural boundaries with the hope of Jesus;
RAISING UP a generation in the way of Jesus;
LIVING AS FAMILY, different though we may be; and
SERVING TOGETHER for the good of others.
Strategic Matrix
Mission Statement
“LOOKING UP”
“REACHING OUT”
“RAISING UP”
“LIVING AS FAMILY”
“SERVING TOGETHER”
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Strategic Category
Worship
Outreach
Apprenticeship
Community
Servant-Leadership

Scriptural Basis
Psalm 19
Mt. 28:18-20
Ephesians 4:11-14
Ac. 6:1-7
Jn. 13:3-17
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Strategic Emphases Defined
Worship – For the purposes of the Community Plan, “worship” is defined as anything
relating to our public worship services.
Outreach – This includes any goal geared toward growing our church numerically by
reaching new people with the message of Christ in the spirit of the Great Commission.
Sometimes this involves using very traditional methods and other times it involves using
a more innovative approach.
Apprenticeship – This includes any goal geared toward growing our congregants
spiritually through educational or other means. Such goals keep in mind the scriptural
emphasis of equipping all congregants for the work of ministry.
Community – Goals in this section have to do with the “family” part of the expression,
“church family.” The idea here is to make sure that nobody slips through the cracks and
that we do our best to integrate new folks in our congregation as effectively as possible.
Servant-Leadership – Based the example of Jesus, who washed his disciples’ feet, this
emphasis includes goals that relate to developing a “servant’s heart” among all who are
involved in ministry at our church, whether as volunteers or staff.
Administration – This category includes goals that relate to the overall management of
our operation, including staff, policies, protocols, etc.
Operations – Goals in this category have to do with maintaining and improving FBC
facilities and property.
2020 was the first implementation year of the Community Plan, which includes strategic
goals for both the short-term (by 2025) and long-term (by 2030). Though 2020 was a
challenging year in many ways, we have nonetheless seen progress on several of our goals
in the following categories, organized here in terms that flow out of the Community Plan:
Strategic Goals Evaluation (Short-Term)
LOOKING UP (Worship)
• Worship Goal #3 (ST): Hire a Part-Time Worship Music Director (WMD) to
Enhance the Quality and Impact of Our Worship Services. With many thanks to
the Worship Music Director Search Committee, we welcomed our new Worship Music
Director, Daniel Plesha, to the team at the end of 2020. Daniel brings with him a deep
love for the Lord and a wealth of experience serving in music ministry in churches
around the country. Daniel will oversee the overall music ministry of FBC and direct
the choir, all while helping us to focus on accomplishing Worship Goal #2: “Revamp
the Current Late Service to Enhance Outreach to a Cross-Generational Mission Field
Using Classic Methods.”
•

Worship Goal #4 (ST): Hire a Part-Time Outreach Worship Coordinator (OWC)
to Enhance Non-Traditional Aspects of Current Worship Experiences While
Maximizing the Effectiveness of Outreach to the Younger Generation and
Diverse Cultures. When the Community Plan was originally developed, the plan was
to fill a specific “Choir Director” position. However, based on the specific gifting of
4
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applicants to the position, the decision was made to recalibrate the position, assigning
the direction of the choir to the Worship Music Director and creating a new position to
focus on leading worship at the current early service and oversee FBC’s leadership of
the region-wide PDX Bilingual Worship Jam movement, all while helping us to focus
on accomplishing Worship Goal #1: “Revamp the Current Early Service in Order to
Enhance Outreach to Younger Generations.” We hope to fill this position soon with
a qualified candidate as soon as the pandemic situation allows us to offer an early
service again and pursue PDX Bilingual Worship Jams.
REACHING OUT (Outreach)
• Outreach Goal #1 (ST): Grow Church Membership Numerically. We were sad
to lose some much-loved members of our church family in 2020 as they went to their
home in heaven. However, we were filled with joy to gain others.1 As such, there was
not really much net numerical growth in 2020. It goes without saying that it was a
very difficult year for membership growth during the pandemic. Nevertheless, once
we finally navigate through the pandemic, by focusing on achieving the goals set forth
in the Community Plan, it is hoped that numerical growth will follow in 2021 and
beyond. Presently, we have been blessed to see some new faces around First Baptist
as we have faithfully interacted with the community through the Drop-In Center.
Because of this, we are hoping to run a “Church 101” class for all who are interested
in membership once it is safe again to do so. For now, our focus will be on cleaning
up our church database so that we can have good metrics for growth in the future.
Through recent mailings, we have discovered that there is a large number of folks on
our membership rolls who no longer relate to our ministry. In some cases, they have
either moved out of our area or joined other churches long ago. Having a solid number
of our actual membership will be an important place to start as we track growth in
the future.
•

Outreach Goal #2 (ST): Broadcast Worship Services Live to the Community.
Even in the midst of the great challenges of 2020, there were some blessings. Perhaps
the greatest of these was the introduction of an entire new dimension of ministry and
outreach for FBC—the live-stream broadcast of our worship services through social
media. It is hard to imagine now, but I only had one “normal” Sunday with the FBC
family meeting in person, as your Pastor, before we had to change gears entirely. It
all started on March 15, 2020, when, due to the pandemic, nobody was able to enter
the church building. That first Sunday of our live-stream era, only my son, Levi, along
with Dan Beard and myself, were present for the very first live-stream of our service,
which was broadcast from an iPhone. Since then, we have come a long way, and we
owe a debt of gratitude to the Lord, to God’s generous people who have provided for
the purchase of necessary equipment, and to our “skeleton crew” for making sure the
FBC service gets out on the Internet every week. This ministry also opened the door
to offer a “CD Ministry,” providing recordings of the worship service to folks who do
not have access to the Internet, including many folks who are homebound or living in
care facilities. We are committed to continue both live-streaming and the CD Ministry
even when the pandemic is over. I cannot express my gratitude enough to the members
of the skeleton crew who served in 2020, including: Pastor Peter Im, Shirley Im,
Pastor Chris Shade, Bruce Bridgess, Christian Barrows, Peter Lee, Iris Forrester, Pat

1 Please see “Membership Report” on page 13
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Forrester, Nate Sanders, Toni Pfau, Janice Chellis, Jendy Newman, Bill DeShawn,
Jimmy Jones, Daniel Plesha, Levi Toupin, and Jeremy Siegfried.2
•

Outreach Goal #3 (ST): Equip the FBC Church Family to Effectively Share
their Faith in Everyday Life. Through the “God’s Story, Your Story” teaching series
in 2020, we learned a memorable and effective way to share the Gospel message
using hand-motions, art, and a specially-designed brochure (available in English
and Spanish). Five unique paintings were created that will be used in preaching and
teaching in the future. Eventually, you will be able to check them out in person in the
Dining Hall, where they will become a core feature of our Baptism 101 and Church
101 courses in the future. Many thanks to the FBC Foundation, which provided $871
from Meissner-Foley Fund to invest in this important evangelistic project.

•

Outreach Goal #4 (ST): Appoint a Volunteer, Create a Volunteer Team,
or if Resources Permit, Hire a Part-Time Technology & Communications
Coordinator (TCC) to Oversee All Aspects of Our Electronic Outreach. Early
on, the pandemic required our staff to make some big adjustments in their jobs and
how they go about doing things. Pastor Chris Shade was no exception, and I have
been so grateful for his flexibility and the way in which he has used his unique gifts
to really empower the cutting-edge dimension of our ministry that is the weekly
live-steam of the worship service. Rather than “hire a part-time Technology &
Communications Coordinator,” we have included this absolutely vital component
of our ministry in Pastor Chris’ new portfolio. His new job title is Associate Pastor
(Specialization – Young Adult Ministry & New Media). The “New Media” portion of
his job comprises roughly one-half of his overall ministry portfolio. One-quarter of his
portfolio going forward will be dedicated to Young Adult Ministry, and the remaining
portion will be devoted to general pastoral duties.

•

Outreach Goal #8 (ST): Update Ministry Marketing. With the introduction of the
new slogan and mission statement in the Community Plan in 2020, this will create
the necessary framework for a new approach to promoting our ministries in 2021 and
beyond.

RAISING UP (Apprenticeship)
• Apprenticeship Goal #4 (ST): Appoint a Volunteer, Create a Volunteer Team,
or if Resources Permit, Hire a Part-Time Pastor of Young Adults to Expand
Our Impact Among the Younger Generation. Again, many thanks to Pastor Chris
for his flexibility in recalibrating his ministry responsibilities, which will include a
focused approach to Young Adult Ministry as specified in this strategic goal. Formerly,
Pastor Chris was responsible for the Youth Ministry and Children’s Ministry as well.
However, those responsibilities will be assigned to other volunteers and staff as time
goes by.
•

Apprenticeship Goal #5 (ST): Appoint a Volunteer, Create a Volunteer Team,
or if Resources Permit, Hire a Part-Time Pastor of Youth to Expand Our
Impact Among the Younger Generation and To Serve Young Families. With the
recalibration of Pastor Chris’ ministry portfolio, it became necessary to pursue a new,
adaptive approach to youth ministry. Given the nature of the pandemic, we decided to

2 Many others also helped with the live-stream in various ways; even if I did not list your name, you are appreciated!
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partner with a sister ABC congregation, Woodland Park Baptist Church, along with
a couple other churches in our area, to offer “Community Youth Group” (CYG). This is
an online, Zoom-based youth ministry that meets every Thursday and is led by Visal
Sok. This ministry is brand new for FBC, but already we have at least 3 students
participating faithfully. It is a real blessing to welcome Visal to the FBC team!
LIVING AS FAMILY (Community)
• Community Goal #1 (ST): Mobilize and Activate a “Care Team” to Provide
Enhanced Pastoral Care to a Growing Congregation. 2020 witnessed the
creation of this new ministry to help us to do a better job providing pastoral care
to members of the congregation, connecting new people to the church family, and
preventing individuals and families from “slipping through the cracks.” Given the
nature of the pandemic, this ministry has proven particularly important as the
members of the Care Team were much more familiar with folks in the congregation
than the new Pastor, by virtue of the fact we only had one “normal” Sunday together,
before the pandemic hit. We have ten “Care Team Groups” (CTGs), through which
each person in the congregation has been connected with a “Care Team Leader”
(CTL) who serves as a special connection to the wider church family. Many thanks to
the following individuals, who answered the call in 2020 to serve as our Care Team
Leaders: Barbara Bridges, Bruce Dransfeldt, Jean Dransfeldt, Darcia Hing, Rev.
Peter Im, Shirley Im, Norm Lawson, Richard McGuirk, Jendy Newman, Delores Price,
Rev. Chris Shade, Rev. Matt Toupin. Curious about who your CTL is? Just reach out
to the Church Office.
SERVING TOGETHER (Servant-Leadership)
• Servant-Leadership Goal #1 (ST): Create a Culture in Which New Leaders
Emerge Naturally. Due to the nature of the pandemic, it has been difficult to make
much progress on this strategic area in 2020. However, as we work on implementing the
Community Plan in 2021 and beyond, we are looking forward to growing in this area.
ADMINISTRATION
• Administration Goal #1 (ST): Create & Implement a New Performance Review
Process for Staff Evaluation. In the fall of 2020, we introduced a new Performance
Review Process (PRP) for all staff members at FBC. PRP meetings were completed
with each employee and involved at least 3 individuals, including the supervisor and
a representative from the congregation. Updated job descriptions were signed by each
staff member and their supervisor. Many thanks to Cathy Francis and Kathleen
Chastain, who were instrumental in organizing and coordinating this new system. It
is hoped this process will serve as a great tool for communication and efficiency as we
value the important work of our staff team members.
•

Administration Goal #3 (ST): Update and Flesh Out Our Leadership Structure
to Match the Community Plan and Empower its Accomplishment. The
Community Plan itself, adopted in 2020, laid the foundation for our leadership structure
to help our church grow over time. As we look to 2021, we look forward to forming new
ministry teams or growing existing teams to help us focus on the core areas of Worship,
Outreach, Apprenticeship, Community, and Servant-Leadership in particular.
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OPERATIONS
• Operations Goal #1 (ST): Organize the Church Space. A great deal of thanks
go to Facilities Manager, Pat Forrester, and his team, including Terry Brogan and
Vicki Bridges, who have been working hard to tidy up the church building during the
pandemic. Our gratitude also goes to Bruce Bridgess, who has done much to remodel
and organize the office areas above the sanctuary. Although there is more work to
be done, we will emerge from the pandemic much better able to use our building for
ministry than ever before in recent memory.
Strategic Goals Evaluation (Long-Term)
LOOKING UP (Worship)
• Worship Goal #1 (LT): Create and Execute a Master Plan for Audio/Video
Equipment Improvements. At its October meeting, the FBC Foundation approved
$17,000 from both the Drake Fund and the Meissner-Foley Fund to cover the cost
of new A/V equipment to support the growth of our live-stream broadcast outreach
ministry. Many thanks to the Foundation for its generosity and to Pastor Chris for his
oversight of this project. Already, new audio equipment is being installed and staff are
being trained on how to use it. The next step will be the purchase and installation of
new video equipment at some point in early 2021.
OPERATIONS
• Operations Goal #1 (LT): Create and Execute a Master Plan for Property
Improvements. Facilities Manager Pat Forrester assembled a comprehensive list
of needed property improvements on the main church building and education wing.
This will provide the basis for the Stewardship and Property Committee to create and
execute a master plan as time goes by.
As we continue to follow the Lord in accomplishing these and other goals listed in the
Community Plan, I want to remind you that my office door is always open to you and
I’m always ready to enjoy a good “k-cup”! If you prefer to meet virtually, I’ve also gotten
pretty decent at Zoom meetings too! (By the way, a big shout-out to Kathleen Chastain,
who has done an AMAZING job keeping us all connected by coordinating the avalanche
of Zoom meetings that have been required due to the pandemic!) First Baptist is a great
church with a great future. Let’s roll up our sleeves and work together to grow in faith
while also completing the work he has laid before us.
Let us never forget that the work we are involved in is of a spiritual nature and as such,
we must appeal to God for his guidance and help. In that spirit, Lisa and I earnestly
request your prayers for our family as we serve and lead this congregation. May we march
on in a spirit of gratitude to the Lord for one another and may we never give up praying
for the advance of the Gospel through the church family that happens to gather online
even when it can’t meet on the corner of Taylor and 11th!
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Staff
Pastoral Staff
Music

Facilities Manager
Support Staff

Drop-In Center

Kitchen Support
Sound Technicians

Matt Toupin, Pastor
Peter V. Im, Cambodian Ministry
Chris Shade, Associate Pastor
Bruce Bridgess, Interim Music Director
Daniel Plesha, Music/Worship Director
Nathan Sanders, Organist
Toni Pfau, Accompanist
Pat Forrester
Cathy Francis, Business Administrator
Jason Chastain, Assistant Business Administrator
Kathleen Chastain, Receptionist
Sierra Howell, Receptionist
Kari Schiei, Receptionist
Jack Brophy, Manager
Michael Frazier, Food Pantry Manager
Terry Brogan, Assistant Manager
Corey Johnson, Associate
Vicki Bridges
Wayne Bridges
Christian Barrow
Peter Lee
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2020 Church Officers

committee /body

position

name

Archivist

Jim Chellis (Emeritus)

Moderator
Vice Moderator
Treasurer
At Large
At Large
At Large
At Large
At Large
At Large
At Large
At Large
Cambodian

Wayne Cody
Paul Newman
Vern Chartier
Norm Lawson
Bruce Bridgess
Steve Shearer
Bev Simmons (Emeritus)
Barbara Bridges
Monterey Drake
Dan Beard
Pat Forrester
Serey Kong

2020
2022
2021
2021
2020
2022

Chair
Members

Peter Im
Serey Kong (Worship)
Sim Rath (Women)
Kakrona Khem (Men)
Savin Loeung (Mission)

2022
2022
2022
2022
2022

Christian Education Chair
Members

Bev Simmons (Emeritus)
Lynette Velasquez
Darcia Hing
Christiana Dearborn

2020
2020
2020
2020

Membership
Chair
Faith & Witness
Members
			

Norm Lawson
Charlene Fischer
Pat Forrester

2021
2020
2021

Mission Outreach

Leslie Cody
Marian Boehr (Emeritus)
Bruce Rich

2020

Diaconate

		
		
		
Cambodian

Chair
Members
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2021
2022
2020
2021

2020
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Members

			

Stewardship
& Property

Chair
Members
Ex-Officio
Ex-Officio
Ex-Officio
Ex-Officio

Worship
		

Chair
Members

			
Subcommittees:

Audio / Visual
Baptism
Bible Ministry
Decorations
Ushers
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Margaret Marcuson
Vern Chartier
Kate Olson
Steve Shearer
Maria DeShawn

2020
2020
2020
2022
2020

Steve Shearer
Pat Forrester
Bruce Bridgess
Margaret Marcuson
Jim Chellis (Archivist) (Emeritus)
President, First Baptist Foundation
FBC Facilities & Events Manager
FBC Business Administrator

2022
2020
2020
2020

Bruce Bridgess
Bob Boughner
Connie Shearer
Bill DeShawn
Iris Forrester

2020
2020
2020
2020
2022

VACANT
VACANT
VACANT
Bruce Bridgess (Emeritus)
Bob Boughner (Emeritus)

First Baptist Church of Portland
FBC Foundation
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President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Members

Martha B. Cox (2023)
Paul Newman (2021)
Bruce Bridgess (2022)
Vern L. Chartier (2021)
Vicki Bridges (2025)
Monterey Drake (2025)
Pat Forrester (2024)
Louise Freeze (2020)
John Hartup (Emeritus) (2022)
Karen Knauerhase (2020)
Steve Shearer (2023)
James Townley (2021)
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2021 Church Officers

committee /body

position

name

term

Diaconate

Moderator
Vice Moderator
Treasurer
At-Large
At Large
At Large
At Large
At Large
At Large
At Large
At Large
At Large
At Large
At Large
Cambodian

Steve Bils* (Outreach Team)
Wayne Cody* (Missions Team)
Steve Shearer*
Dan Beard
Bob Boughner
Barbara Bridges*
Bruce Bridgess (Worship Team)
Vern Chartier
Janice Chellis
Peter Im
Norm Lawson (Community Team)
Chris Shade
Matt Toupin*
Pat Forrester (Servant/Lead.)
Serey Kong (Cam. Min. Team)

2023
2023
2022
2023
2022
2021
2023
2021
2022

		
		
		

		
		

Chair
Members
			

Iris Forrester
Bill Deshawn
Bob Boughner
Bruce Bridgess
Janice Chellis
Serey Kong
Daniel Plesha
Chris Shade

Worship Team

			
			
Outreach Team
Chair
		
Members

Bruce Montgomery
Steve Bils
Leslie Cody
Ester Lofland
Matt Toupin
Tommie Young

			

* member of Executive Committe and Personnel Committee
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Apprenticeship Team Members

Community Team

Lisa Toupin
Christiana Dearborn
Kakrona Khem
Richard McGuirk

Chair
Members

Norm Lawson
Bruce Dransfeldt
Jean Dransfeldt
Darcia Hing
Peter Im
Sreypich King
Delores Price
Chris Shade
Matt Toupin

			

			
			
Servant-Leadership
Chair
Team
Members
			
Cambodian
Ministry Team

Pat Forrester
Wayne Cody
Matt Toupin

Chair
Members

Peter Im
Kakrona Khem
Serey Kong
Savin Loeung
Sim Rath

			
			

2022
2022
2022
2022
2022

Missions Team

Chair
Members

Wayne Cody
Leslie Cody
Elizabeth Khem

Stewardship and
Property Committee

Chair
Members

			

Steve Shearer
2022
Jim Chellis (Archivist), ex officio
Marty Cox (President, FB Foundation), ex officio
Cathy Francis (Business Admin.), ex officio
Pat Forrester (Facilities Manager), , ex officio

Nominating
Chair
Committe
Members
			

Pat Forrester
Wayne Cody
Matt Toupin
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President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Members

Martha B. Cox (2023)
Paul Newman (2021)
Bruce Bridgess (2022)
Vern L. Chartier (2021)
Vicki Bridges (2025)
Monterey Drake (2025)
Pat Forrester (2024)
John Hartup (Emeritus) (2022)
Karen Knauerhase (2024)
Steve Shearer (2023)
James Townley (2021)
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Total Membership as of December 31, 2019.................................... 659
New Members Welcomed During 2020................................................. 6
Baptism................................................................................................ 1
Christian Experience........................................................................... 1
Transfer of Letter........................................................................................... 4
Statement of Faith............................................................................... 0

Decreases in Membership During 2020................................................. 8
Dropped by request...............................................................................2
Deceased in 2020..................................................................................6
Net Gain ..................................................................................................... -2

Total Membership as of December 31, 2020.................................... 657
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The following members of First Baptist Church were promoted into the
presence of their Lord during 2020:
Name

Date of Death

Sarah Scott Gordon

April 3, 2020

Ellen Watson

June 4, 2020

Beverely Simmons

September 3, 2020

Berkeley Ormond

September 12, 2020

Lila Smith

October 30, 2020

William Clark

December 26, 2020

We are grateful for each one’s contributions to our lives and look forward
to a joyful reunion in God’s eternal Kingdom.
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Staff Reports
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He fulfills the desires of those who fear him; he hears their cry and saves them.
— Psalm 145:9
2020 was a unique year of our church ministry, yet the Lord showed us
his presence among his people globally. That global pandemic and the
political crisis of our nation stirred the hearts of God’s people to rise and
pray fervently, seeking the power of God to protect us while serving him in
different ways that we have never done in the past. We thank God for his
guidance as he revealed to us those new ministries while we humbly sought
his safety and protection as well. The Cambodian once again remembered
the Killing Fields that caused many lives during those dark days. This
time, we feared our God instead of those events because we truly know
that he fulfills our desires to live and serve him faithfully. Here are the
highlights of the ministries he blessed us during that first year under
Pastor Matt Toupin’s new administrations. God gave us the right leadership
through this pandemic period! Amen!
•

For the first couple of months of the year, we had our regular ministry
activities, including Sunday school classes and worship services.

•

During the lockdown period and the rest of the year, we had our
Wednesday Bible studies and Sunday school classes through the Zoom
meetings. The live-stream worship services on Facebook were also
the mainstream of the spiritual growth in the Lord. We continued to
improve our service weekly.

•

I had the opportunities to visit our members, the homebound members
in a safe distance to comply with the State regulations for their safety
to pray and assist them in the Zoom meeting issues. We connected and
prayed with each other through the Care Team project as well.

•

I am so grateful for our support and pastoral staff, including the
church’s key leaders, who worked hard in that different environment
to provide those high-tech services to our church members during that
pandemic.

•

Our ministry main events of the Cambodian ministries, including the
Pacific Northwest Khmer Christian, have been canceled due to other
members’ safety and State regulations. Still, our lives were opened to be
spiritually blessed, which kept our faith growing.

•

Even though the in-person service was closed, we had the opportunity to
join Thanksgiving dinner take-out and the Angel Tree program as well.
The CCM board both here and in Cambodia, and Cambodian children
would like to thank you all for the Easter offerings of $5,465 that FBC
designated to support this CCM ministry.   
21
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•

For the Cambodian Children ministry, Shirley and I had a mission trip in January for
the leadership project. We were so grateful for the Lord that he granted us a safe trip
just before the Covid-19 broke out. We reorganized the leadership staff, revised our
ministry procedures, and evaluated the Center’s programs. It was our first time that we
partly and safely stayed at the Center while working for that trip.

•

Throughout the year, we closed all classes to comply with country regulations due to
Covid-19. But we opened for small group weekend activities such as cleaning up the
property, fixing buildings, small team sports programs, worship services, nutritional
programs, and the Christmas celebration. We provided food supplies to needed families
during that hard time and funded the commune monthly meetings for their lunches and
snacks. Those were the opportunity for us to spread the words of God and his love to
the communities surrounded our Center. The spirit of God moved to do in mission in all
circumstances.

•

Your prayers and financial contributions blessed us during that year. Without an
auction in-person, we raised $8,300 through your generosity giving via online and
mailing.What a blessing of God!

The poor families, the hungry children, paid-staff, and maintenance of the Center have
been sustaining because of those funds available. We greatly thank our God for his
provision and your participation! May you all have a blessed year!
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Annual Report in Khmer

របាយការណ៍ប្រចាំឆ្ន្រំ២០២០

ព្រះយ្រហូវទ
៉្រ ្រងល
់ ដ
្អ ល់ម
 នុស្រសទា
 ំងអ
 ស់ហើយព
 ្រះហឫទ័យទ
 ន់ស
 ន្ត្រសរ បស់ទ
 ្រង់កគ
៏ ្របល
 ក
ើ ិច្ចការរបស់ទ
 ្រងទា
់ ំងប
 ៉ុន្ម្រនទំនុកដំកើង១៤៥ៈ៩


ឆ្ន្រំ២០២០ជាឆ្ឋ្រំមួយដ្រលផ្ល្រកក្នុងប្រវត្តិន្រការងាររបស់ព្រះនៅក្នុងលោកន្រះ។ជំងឺរាលដាលក្នុងពិភពលោកនិងវិបត្តិន្រនយោបាយ

របស់សហរដ្ឋអាម្ររិកបានធើ្វឲ្រយចិត្តរបស់យើងជាអ្នកគ្រីស្ទ្រនបានរិតត្រចូលទៅជិតព្រះខំអធិស្ឋ្រនស្វ្រងរកព្រះហប្ញទ័យព្រះនិងព្រះច្រស្ត្រទ្រង់

ដើម្របីឲ្រយទ្រង់ឃុំគ្រងរក្រសាការពារយើងក្នុងការដ្រលយើងបំរើទ្រង់តាមវិធីផ្រស្រងៗខុសពីមុនដ្រលយើងមិនដ្រលជួបក្នុងប្រវត្តិពួកជំនុំ។ជាមួយគ្ន្រ
យើងសូមអរព្រះគុណដល់ទ្រង់បានផ្តល់នូវការដឹកនំឲ្រយយើងបាននៅជាប់ក្នុងទ្រង់ផងដ្ររ។ការទាំងអស់នះបានរំលឹកយើងនូវជំនន់ប៉ុលពត
ជារបបខ្ម្រងងឹតមួយដ្រលបានស្ល្រប់អស់ជីវិតជាច្រើន។ត្រព្រលន្រះយើងបានកោតខ្ល្រចព្រះជាជាងខ្ល្រចព្រឹតិ្តការណ៍នះដោយព្រ្រះយើង

បានជឿនិងទុកចិត្តដោយស្ម្រះត្រង់អស់ពីដួងចិត្តដោយដឹងថាយើងមានចំណង់ចង់បំរើទ្រង់ក្នុងគ្រប់កាលះទ្រសះទាំងអស់។ចំណុចនៅខង

ក្រ្រមន្រះគឺជាកិច្ចការសំខន់ខ្លះៗដ្រលព្រះបានផ្តល់ឲ្រយយើងធ្វើថា្វ្រយទ្រង់ក្នុងព្រឹត្តិការណ៍ដ៏លំបាកន្រះដ្រលថិតនៅក្រ្រមការដឹកនំរបស់លោក
គ្រូគងា្វ្រលថ្មីម៉្រថថូបពិនក៏ជាព្រលវ្រលាមួយត្រឹមត្រូវក្នុងការដ្រលព្រះបានរៀបចំសំរាប់ការងាររបស់ព្រះអង្គទាំងអស់ន្រះដ្ររ។

.នៅក្នុងពីរខ្រដំបូងនះយើងក៏មានសកម្មភាពធម្មតាដូចជាការថា្វ្រយបង្គំព្រះសិក្រសាព្រះគម្ពីររាល់ថ្ង្រអាទិត្រយព្រឹកនិងការប្រកបគ្ន្រផងដ្ររ។
.បន្ទ្រប់ពីការបិតព្រះវិហារក្នុងការជួបប្រជុំគ្ន្រមកយើងក៏មានកម្មវិធីសិក្រសារព្រះគម្ពីររាល់ថ្ង្រពុធយប់និងព្រឹកថ្ង្រអាទិត្រយតាមរបៀបZoom

និងការចូលរួមថា្វ្រយបង្គំព្រះតាមការចូលមើលតាមFacebook ផងដ្ររនះជាការដ្រលយើងខិតខំបន្តការពង្រឹងជំនឿរបស់យើងរាល់គ្ន្រ

ហើយព្រះវិហារយើងក៏ប្រឹងប្រ្រងក្នុងការពង្រីកចំណ្រះដើម្របីនឹងសម្រួលកម្មវិធីចូលរួមទាំ្រងនះឲ្រយបានប្រសើរឡើងរាល់សបា្ត្រហ៍ផងដ្ររ។

.ខ្ញុំនិងគ្រួសរក៏បានទៅសួរសុខទុក្ខដល់ពួកជំនុំដ្រលឈឺនៅតាមផ្ទះនិងទៅជួយពួកជំនុំខ្លះៗដ្រលមានបញ្ហ្រក្នុងការចូលរួមប្រជុំរបៀប

Zoomនះដ្ររជាមួយគ្ន្រពួកជំនុំយើងក៏ត្រងត្រអធិស្ឋ្រនដល់គ្ន្រទៅវិញទៅមកតាមក្រុមប្រជុំរបស់យើងរាល់សបា្ត្រហ៍។

.មានកម្មវិធីប្រជុំទាំងអស់របស់ពួកជំនុំយើងនិងពួកជំនុំភាគពាយ័ព្រយបានត្រូវបិតដោយព្រ្រះច្របាប់របស់រដ្ឋដើម្របីកំុឲ្រយឆ្លងជំងឺនះត្រការ
បើកចិត្តទទួលព្រះបន្ទូលទ្រង់សំរាប់នឹងពង្រឹងជំនឿរបស់យើងតាមការប្រជុំប្រចាំសបា្ត្រហ៍នះក៏ច្រះត្រមានបន្តជាប់ជានិច្ច។

.ចំពោះកិច្ចការន្រអង្គការគ្រីស្ទ្រនបម្រើកុមារកម្ពុជាវិញនៅខ្រមករាខ្ញុំនិងគ្រួសរបានធ្វើដំណើរទៅស្រុកខ្ម្ររដើម្របីរៀបចំកម្មវិធីផ្ន្រកអ្នកដឹក
នំឲ្រយបានរឹងមាំងប្រសើរឡើងព្រះទ្រង់បានប្រទានឲ្រយយើងបានទទួលជោគជ័យនិងស្រចក្តីសុខសន្តក្នុងការដ្រលជំងឺកូរ៉ូណាទើបត្រចាប់ផ្តើម

ឡើងកមា្ល្រំងរាលដាលរបស់វនះយើងសូមអរព្រះគុណដល់ព្រះដ្រលបានថ្ររក្រសាយើងខ្ញុំក្នុងដំណើរនះ។ក្នុងដំណើរនះយើងរៀបចំពីការចាត់
ច្រងអ្នកដឹកនំមណ្ឌលនិងប្រព័ន្ធរបស់មណ្ឌលព្រមទាំងកម្មវិធីរបស់កូនក្ម្រងនិងសិស្រសទាំងអស់នះផងដ្ររ។ជាមួយគ្ន្រយើងក៏បានស្ន្រក់នៅ
ក្នុងអាគរទីបីដ្រលយើងហៅថាជាអាគរសិក្រសានះន្រះជាលើកទី១ហើយដ្រលយើងទៅពីសហរដ្ឋបានស្ន្រក់នៅក្នុងមណ្ឌលនះ។

.នៅក្នុងព្រលដ្រលជំងឺរាលដាលនះយើងបានបិតកម្មវិធីមួយរយះដ៏ខ្លីដ្ររហើយបន្ទ្រប់មកយើងក៏បើកឡើងវិញតាមច្របាប់របស់រដ្ឋដ្រល

បានអនុញ្ញ្រតឲ្រយតាមរបៀបកម្មវិធីតូចៗហើយមានពាក់មា៉្រស់Masks ឯកម្មវិធីនះមានការសំអាតនិងជួសជុលអាគរមណ្ឌលកម្មវិធីទាត់បាល់
ថា្វ្រយបង្គំព្រះក្រុមសិក្រសាព្រះគម្ពីរអធិស្ឋ្រនការប្រកបគ្ន្រទទួលទានចំណីរអាហារនិងកម្មវិធីបុណ្រយគ្រីស្ទមា៉្រសផងដ្ររ។យើងក៏បានផ្តល់អង្ករនិង
ម្ហូបអាហារដល់គ្រួសរអ្នកក្ររក្នុងព្រលដ្រលលំបាកនះទាំងផ្តល់ជំនួយជាថវិការដល់ការប្រជុំរបស់ឃុំផងដ្ររ។ការទាំងអស់នះគឺជាឱកាស

មួយដ្រលយើងឆ្លៀតផ្រសាយដំណឹងល្អពីស្រចក្តីស្រឡាញ់របស់ព្រះន្រយើងនៅក្នុងសហគមន៍នះដ្រលព្រះវិញ្ណ្រណរបស់ព្រះបណា្ត្រលឲ្រយយើងធ្វើ
នូវប្រសកកម្មរបស់ទ្រង់ទោះជានៅក្នុងកាលះទាសះណាក៏ដោយ។

.ការអធិស្ឋ្រននិងជំនួយន្រដងា្វ្រយរបស់ពួកជំនុំយើងក្នុងឆ្ន្រំនះគឺជាព្រះពររបស់ព្រះក្នុងការងារទ្រង់ទាំងអស់នះ។យើងបានទទួល

ដងា្វ្រយចំនួន៨៣០០ដុលា្ល្រតាមការរ្រដងា្វ្រយរបៀបថ្មីដ្រលពួកជំនុំយើងបានផ្ញើមកតាមស្រ្រមសំបុត្រនិងតាមគ្រហទំព័រផងដ្ររដ្រលជាស្រចក្តី
ស្រឡាញ់និងស្រចក្តីសប្របុរសរបស់ពួកជំនុំយើងនះហើយជាព្រះពរដ៏ថ្ល្រឧត្តមរបស់ព្រះន្រយើង។អាម៉្រន!

.គ្រួសរអ្នកក្ររកូនក្ម្រងអត់ឃ្ល្រនប្រ្រក់ខ្របុគ្គលិកន្រមណ្ឌលការជួសជុលអាគរក្នុងមណ្ឌលបានត្រូវបំព្រញតាមគោលការនិងទស្រសនះ

របស់យើងគឺដោយព្រ្រះពួកជំនុំទាំងអស់ហើយដ្រលបានជួយយើងខ្ញុំក្នុងការចាត់ច្រងដឹកនំនៅទីនះ។យើងខ្ញុំសូមអរព្រះគុណដល់ព្រះយ៉្រង
ក្រ្រល្រងដ្រលទ្រង់ផ្គត់ផ្គង់យើងតាមរយះការគំទ្ររបស់ពួកជំនុំស្ងួនភា្ង្រទាំងអស់។សូមព្រះប្រទានពរដល់ពួកជំនុំទាំងអស់នៅឆ្ន្រំថ្មីន្រះ!
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Chris Shade

Associate Pastor
We knew 2020 would be a year of big transitions, but nothing could have
prepared us for what was to come.
We began the year by electing a new senior pastor, which meant that we
had to say goodbye to Pastor Sam and Marie. Although we knew our time
together was temporary, it was still a tearful goodbye.
Our transitions continued as we welcomed Pastor Matt, Lisa, and their
children into our church family. We were able to worship together for one
week in person and then the pandemic shut things down. Initially, we
thought we would be worshiping at home for a couple of weeks, a month at
most, but it turned out to be the remainder of the year. Because of this new
development, we set up a technology fund to update the church’s audio/visual
equipment and streaming capabilities.
Throughout the year I have learned a great deal about video filming and
editing, audio visual setups, online streaming, and social media presence. We
were able to film a series on Hope featuring The Drop-in center, a Pentecost
service with contributors of multiple languages, a check in with missionaries,
and an entire Christmas Eve service featuring singing and candle lighting
by the congregation. When we go back to meeting in person these skills and
technologies will continue to be integrated into our worship services.
The church worshipers were not the only ones who had big transitions this
year. It was a big year for graduations as four of our high school students,
Claire and Lily Shearer, Zoe Beard, and Dylan Rich, completed their high
school education. Also, Jesse West began high school this past fall.
We have continued to involve the children in our church life even though
we cannot meet in person. With the help of Christiana Dearborn and Lily
Shearer, FBC has been sending out Sunday school lessons consistently. I have
also been able to film a few children’s messages, and my hope is to have more
consistent children’s videos in 2021. We were also able to offer Summer Camp
through Camp Arrah Wanna online and Vacation Bible School at home.
Continued adjustments to covid included covering Monthly Communion
to drive-up, the Thanksgiving Meal to a pick-up, and Christmas Crafts to
delivery.
Transitions continued at the end of the year as we hired a new music director,
Daniel Plesha, to enhance our worship music life. I also saw a change in my
job description. In accordance with the FBC Community Plan set forth by
Pastor Matt, my role as Associate Pastor is now focused on technology, new
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media, and young adults. I look forward to contributing my creative talents
to video production and worship elements in addition to involving more young
adults in the ministry of the church.
Although 2020 was a year of great transition, it is hard to call it a great year.
However, I think the lessons learned will be invaluable as we move forward.
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Pat Forrester

Facilities Manager
This year of 2020 has been a most unusual year.
We have come through a year of covid-19 with protocols, mask wearing and
so many other changes. But it has positioned our church to give us the time
to do a great deal of in-depth cleaning and needed repairs.
The time down has also made us even more aware of our congregation, and
the many talented people we have at First Baptist Church. From repairing
holes in the walls and ceiling repairs, to painting and touchung up doors,
halls and other needed items.
This great church, which has stood on the hill in Portland for so many years,
and as Wayne Cody has said many times, “First Baptist Church shines of
GOD’S GLORY in Portland “.
I have a great team that works with me they are, Vicki Bridges and Terry
Brogan. I thank the two of them for their dedication and hard work.
All that has been cleaned and repaired,  I truly believe, will be appreciated
by the entire church  family.
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Moderator’s
Report 2020
I feel very fortunate to have served as one of officers of this “Historic
Church” for the last several years. It has been called the “Crown Jewel”
of downtown churches and I agree. We are gifted with so many fellow
brothers and sisters in Christ to work for his kingdom here at this
symbol of the “Bride of Christ” in this city. All are committed servants of
the Lord Jesus.
2020 started financially very well for our church. We had finished 2019
with a significant surplus, because of a final distribution of a major trust
that the church was the beneficiary of 20 per cent of the proceeds, the
last of which was disbursed in November or December of 2019. Another
widower bequeathed to the church 65 percent of his estate which was
received in January of 2020. So, we started the new year with plenty of
reserves. Little did we know what the changes of 2020 would bring. I do
believe looking back the Lord was preparing us for what was to come. A
pandemic not seen since the last of World War I.
We said goodbye to our much-loved interim Pastor Sam and his wife
Marie and welcomed Pastor Matt his wife Lisa and their children Levi,
Joshua, Oscar and Lucy. Then the unbelievable happened. I believe
Pastor Matt preached only a few times to the congregation before we
shut down the live worship services.
Staff and member volunteers pioneered live streaming worship services
for our stay-at-home members. Unfortunately, all of us are now stay
at home worshipers obeying the Governor’s orders not to congregate.                                                                                                                                      
Please pray for the day that we can worship together again. Meanwhile
we can worship with each other through “live streaming” and have our
bible studies and business meetings through Zoom software.
Thank you for allowing me to serve as Moderator in 2019 and 2020
which will be my last year in this position. All this effort is in the name
of Jesus, our Savior and Lord.
Submitted by Wayne Cody
Moderator
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The Bylaws of FBC Portland direct the Worship Ministry Team to “supervise
arrangements for Church services and for the stated and special services
of the church except for those provided specifically by another “Committee
Team”. Meetings are held on a consistent basis throughout the year, were
issues regarding 11:00 am Worship, 8:45 am Worship, Holiday, Seasonal
Worship and special worship experiences are discussed, decisions and
recommendations made.
The worship team is also responsible for:
• Music in worship and maintenance of musical instruments
• Communion preparation and service
• Assistance with Baptisms and Baby dedications
• Ushering and Greeting
• Bible and CD Give-Away Ministry
• Operations and maintenace of A/V systems
• Worship flowers and seasonal decorations
Church members serving on the Worship Team this year:
• Jendy Newman, Chair
• Bob Boughner, recording secretary
• Bruce Bridgess (Interim Music Director for 2020)
• Bill DeShawn
• Iris Forrester
• Rev. Norman Lawson
• Richard McGuirk
Members completing their service on the committee this year:
Connie Shearer, thanked by all for her 6 years of faithful service
Staff members serving on the Team:
• New Senior Pastor Matt Toupin- started March 2020
• Interim Pastor Sam Brink- until March 2020
• Associate Pastor Chris Shade
• New Music Minister Daniel Plesha- started December 2020
• Nathan Sanders, Organist
2020 Highlights from Worship Ministry Team

Sermons

January & February were primarily given by Interim Pastor Sam Brink.
January 19 was Senior Pastor Candidate Matt Toupin as Guest Speaker.
February 26. We had guest speaker Rev. Margaret Marcuson give a message
on the best way to support and care for a new pastor. March 1 was Sam’s last
Sunday and farewell reception.
March 8 was Pastor Matt’s first Sunday as our New Senior Pastor and
we had a welcome reception. By the next week we had the COVID 19
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shut down. The first Live Stream services were done via FaceBook
March 15. We then began weekly streamlined 10:45 am Khmer
Language (Cambodian) Devotional and singing time and one combined
primarily English language Live Stream service at 11:00 am with
Pastors Matt Toupin, Chris Shade and Peter Im all participating.
Live Stream Sermons were primarily given by Matt Toupin with several
also by Chris Shade. We had guest speaker Rev. Everett Curry, ABCCPC
President and member of our sister church at Cedar Hills in Beaverton,
OR. Several sermons have also been recorded by Matt and Chris in case
needed in the future if a pastor not available for unforeseen circumstances.
Live Stream sermon themes through the year included:
Lenten Theme -Transitions and Transformations
• Prior to Lent on Feb 23, we had a Mardi Gras themed Sunday.
• We had a Live Stream Maundy Thursday service in place of the
planned special somber one dish meal with communion service.
Acts 2- God Raised Him Up
• The message, growth, worship, service, outreach and worship of the
Church
Mission PDX - The mission of the Church
• This was a series to explore the biblical steps of forgiveness and
reconciliation taught by Jesus in Matthew chapter 18.
God’s Story, Your Story- Creation, Fall, Cross, salvation, growth,
connecting (included an on stage art component that members were
encouraged to engage with and we now have the large art canvas’s for
display)
Forgiveness

Live Stream

Service Planning

We had 22 Live Stream services in 2020 broadcast on FaceBook Live.
They then are available recorded on FaceBook or YouTube later Sunday
afternoons. We also had 7 Meditation/ Devotionals and 7 Children’s
messages. We noted that with service FaceBook views generally ranging
150–230 and as high as in to low 300’s we maybe reaching wider group
than with our in-person services. YouTube views were in smaller numbers.
Pastoral Staff, Worship Musicians, A/V techs began using Planning
Center Online to plan, organize and communicate for worship services.
We also added the online Song Select program to our CCLI license. We
will continue to use these very helpful online tools into the future. The
Worship Team switched to online meetings via Zoom in April.
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Bruce Bridgess was our excellent Interim Choir Director from January to
early December with some assist from Nate Sanders and Iris Forrester
when he was out of town. Pastors Matt & Chris, and Toni Pfau assisted
Bruce in selection of contemporary music.
The music search committee formed to work with Pastor Matt in assisting
the Diaconate with creating job descriptions and the interview process
for hiring the half time Worship/ Music Director. Daniel Plesha was hired
in November and started assisting with worship services in December.
Throughout the year we were still were able to have guest musicians both
members and paid special musicians. The primary Live Stream Musical
team consisted of Organist Nate Sanders, Accompanist Tony Pfau, Iris
Forrester, Bill DeShawn, Matt Toupin and Bruce Bridgess.
FBC hosted a Bilingual Virtual Music Jam July 25th with sister churches
as Pastor Matt had been a part of this previously.
Instrument maintenance: Bruce Bridgess has the plan for Organ
maintenance to be done by Chris Nordwall in early 2021. Most of the
pianos were tuned summer of 2020. Sanctuary piano will be due to be
tuned again end of 2021.

Communion

We had no in person communion from April until we started Drive -Up
Communion in the parking lot in August. We had to change to COVID
safe communion protocols. It has been a positive ministry for members
as well as some walk ups from the community. We tried some all-in-one
communion cups prefilled with sealed wafer on the top but they were
difficult to open.

Park & Pray

A short term 9 am parking lot 20 minute outdoor devotional & out
reach service we did from mid-September through October as weather
permitted.

Audio/Visual

With transition to Live Stream worship services and eventually hybrid
Live Stream and In-Person services this has been one of our biggest
areas of change. We are grateful for Pastor Chris Shade leading the A/V
team, assisting with training and determining our equipment needs. An
A/V proposal was approved by the Diaconate and funding acquired from
Foundation and gifts to help us get to the next phase of a big upgrade that
will take us into the years to come. Some new equipment is in use but we
will continue to make planned purchases into early 2021.

COVID Safety

The Live Stream Team is following protocols currently. FBC pastoral staff,
FBC support staff and the Worship team have written and reviewed an InPerson Worship Services COVID 19 Protocol for when Multnomah County
reaches phase 1. A preliminary training was held with Usher Staff on
Oct 4. The plan requires a minimum of 6 trained ushers and they will be
re-trained prior to start of in-person service.
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We may be in need of additional ushers to implement the COVID 19
Protocol when in-person services start. We only had Worship related
security during in-person services pre COVID 19 and at Drive -up
Communion and Park & Pray.
Older pew bibles were thinned out for give away and a box of inexpensive
“seeker” type Bibles for Drop-In and Park & Pray was purchased. We will
need to revisit purchasing new pew bibles when safe to use them again
post COVID 19. A new CD ministry was started in August as an out-reach
to shut-ins and those without access to the online services.
Baptisms and Baby Dedications- are on hold until safe to have in person
services. We are in need of a volunteer female baptism assistant as
previous volunteer no longer available. Norm Lawson has volunteered as
the male baptism assistant.
Bruce Bridgess and his team continue to do beautiful floral and holiday
décor for the live stream. Including a special display on Historical Sunday
5/25/20 when we celebrated our 165th FBC anniversary with display of
items and furnishings from the archives with assistance from Jim Chellis
and Bruce Bridgess.
In a year of constant change and uncertainty, we are thankful for our FBC
pastoral staff, all other FBC staff/musicians and volunteers that have
helped make staying connected and worshiping virtually a reality. We will
continue to learn and change as needed to do God’s work in ministering to
our members, the community and beyond.
Submitted by Jendy Newman
Worship Team Chair
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The Membership, Faith & Witness Ministry Team has as its responsibility
the ongoing connectedness to all members through personal, telephone
and email contact to reach out and to be assured their spiritual, social and
personal needs are being addressed.
This goal is accomplished through certain annual events designed and
planned for the benefit of the congregation.
Another means for accomplishment of this goal is through the new program,
initiated by Pastor Matt Toupin, of a Care Team in regular contact during
this pandemic during which members are unable to attend worship.
Another means is through the distribution of compact discs with the worship
services recorded for those members sequestered in their homes and care
facilities around the city.
In 2020, we were faced with the cancelation of the events planned which
would have aided in bringing our church family together. They included:
•
•
•

All-Church Picnic in July
Thanksgiving Dinner in November
Christmas Craft Night, the first of December.

In addition to these, the delivery of Easter flowers was thwarted by the
pandemic. Christmas gifts to the honored members were carefully left for our
honored members.
About these events, Oaks Park was closed in July, so our picnic could not be
held. But, Pastors Matt, Chris and Peter made certain that members could
expect a ready-made meal made available, by reservation, to drive up for
their turkey dinner.
They also provided, by reservation, a Christmas craft box to drive up and
pick-up. These were handy alternatives to our usual in-volvement.
For Easter, Bruce Bridgess had mailed to our honored members a Whitman
Sampler with Pastor Matt’s Easter greeting inserted.
Another gift and Christmas message from Pastor Matt was taken to their
homes and handed to caregivers at the honored members locations. That was
also handled by Bruce Bridgess. These were novel ideas that brought joy to
our honored members.The Faith and Witness elements of our ministry teams
work are already being managed by faithful pastors through their preaching
and their many other commitments as our church’s spiritual leaders and
by you who take seriously your outreach to neighbors, co-workers, family
members and the many others with whom you come in contact.
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The M, F &W Ministry Team does not have a formal format at this time.
Pastor Matt is developing some concepts through the Community Plan that
will aid us in reaching out to others and, as we minister together for Christ,
to re-grow our church.
May God bless our efforts to His Glory.
—Submitted by: Rev. Norm Lawson
for the Membership Faith & Witness Team
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First Baptist Church is known for being a mission minded church
The mission committee oversees the four special ABC offerings and ways
to promote them. The committee also lays out plans to promote and host
visiting missionaries.
We also have responsibilities in assisting the Diaconate and managing a
mission fund that the Wilson sisters endowed years ago and has been invested
to keep our commitment to various Missionary families. Our job is to regularly
make the congregation aware of the condition of balances in the fund and
encourage further gifts to the fund. During 2020 the fund supported Lauren
Bethell, Bruce and Ann Borquist, Emerson and Ivy Wu and Dr. Tim and
Kathy Rice. Members of our congregation also gave individually to these and
other missions efforts throughout the world.
We are so grateful to our missionaries that God has called them to go
many different places to tell others about God’s love for them and the free gift
of salvation!
Our emphasis on learning about mission work both at home and abroad
and giving of our financial means shows our strong commitment to various
programs that show our Christian concerns.
Even though this year was different and difficult we managed to continue our
drop-in center ministry. We came together as a team and decided we could still
offer a meal to  our neighbors It would just look a little different.
We figured out we could package our meal and serve it outside, a to go lunch.
We have been successful and have managed to feed 100 guests both Mondays
and Thursdays.
Submitted by: Leslie Cody
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Budget: Current Month v. Year for the period of 01/01/2020 to 12/31/2020
Account Name
Income
Operating Fund Income
Donation
Unrestricted Gifts Income
Miscellaneous Income
PPP Loan/Grant Income
First Baptist Foundation
Church Dinners

YTD
Actual

Rental Income (non profit)
Missions Income (Designated)
Designated Fund Income
Investments Income
Total Income
Expense
Salaries
Employee Benefits
Administrative Expenses
Property Expenses
General Ministry Expenses
Utilities
Building Repairs & Maintenance
Custodial Supplies
Cleaning Service
Building Maintenance
Security Services
Van Expenses
Community Center Expenses
Membership, Faith & Witness Committee
Stewardship Committee

YTD Budget

Difference

302,481.72
155,557.15
2,104.42
81,800.00
117,000.00
2,534.00
661,477.29

257,000.00
10,000.00
1,000.00
0.00
117,000.00
4,000.00
389,000.00

45,481.72
145,557.15
1,104.42
81,800.00
0.00
-1,466.00
272,477.29

157,086.03

400,808.00

-243,721.97

10,879.00

10,879.00

12,069.69

4,000.00

8,069.69

311,488.79

0.00

311,488.79

1,153,000.80

793,808.00

359,192.80

412,876.47

401,900.00

10,976.47

79,622.81

144,900.00

-65,277.19

34,377.73

32,500.00

1,877.73

62,908.46

62,000.00

908.46

41,915.09

1,750.00

40,165.09

72,918.00

83,500.00

-10,582.00

1,237.34
35,045.00
84,377.15
14,905.74
494.66
138.08
136,197.97

7,000.00
36,000.00
50,000.00
6,000.00
1,000.00
9,000.00
109,000.00

-5,762.66
-955.00
34,377.15
8,905.74
-505.34
-8,861.92
27,197.97

395.01

3,200.00

-2,804.99

0.00

150.00

-150.00
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Worship Committee
Mission Outreach Committee
Drop-In Ministry
Christian Education
Missions General Fund
American Baptist Churches USA
Camp Arrah Wanna
Cambodian Department
Designated Missions
One Great Hour of Sharing
America for Christ
World Mission Offering
RMMO Offering
Lauren Bethell Support
Borquist Family Support
Rice Support
Wu Support
CCM
Fellowship Fund Expenses
Fellowship - Member Disbursement
Fellowship - Non-Member Disbursement
Total Fellowship Fund Expenses
C/R Adjustments - Invoices paid
Investment Funds Expenses
Total Expense
Net Income (Loss)

Annual Report 2020

12,749.69

15,900.00

-3,150.31

0.00

1,600.00

-1,600.00

18,000.56

0.00

18,000.56

391.18

4,100.00

-3,708.82

16,500.00
1,071.63
17,571.63

18,000.00
1,000.00
19,000.00

-1,500.00
71.63
-1,428.37

204.92

1,900.00

-1,695.08

150.00
1,554.00
6,100.00
1,175.00
7,150.00
8,700.00
4,000.00
4,000.00
32,829.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

150.00
1,554.00
6,100.00
1,175.00
7,150.00
8,700.00
4,000.00
4,000.00
32,829.00

33.50

0.00

33.50

6,079.53
3,037.05
9,116.58

0.00
0.00
0.00

6,079.53
3,037.05
9,116.58

1,949.47

0.00

1,949.47

172,731.55
1,106,789.62

0.00
881,400.00

172,731.55
225,389.62

46,211.18

-87,592.00

133,803.18
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FBC 2021 Budget

Operating Fund
Accou
nt
Numb
er
Account Name
Income
Operating Fund Income
Donation
Unrestricted Gifts Income - Budgeted
Miscellaneous Income
First Baptist Foundation
Church Dinners
Total Operating Fund Income
Rental Income (non profit)
Rental Income (non profit)
Rental - Billboard
Bridgetown Lease (non-profit)
Parking Lot Income
Wedding Income
FBCCC Lease
FBCCC Tax Reimbursement
Total Rental Income (non profit)
Designated Fund Income
Church Picnic
Memorial Flowers
Easter Flowers Memorial
Choir/Music Projects
COVID 19 Grant
Total Designated Fund Income
Total Income

Budget
2020

Expected
2020
(Budget
Only)

Budget
2021

253,000
10,000
1,000
117,000
4,000
385,000

229,963
33,164
1,492
117,000
2,534
384,153

215,000
30,000
1,000
120,000
2,300
368,300

35,000
1,000
112,800
184,008
0
60,000
8,968
401,776

22,699
1,000
44,000
74,049
0
16,500
1,595
159,842

20,000
1,000
24,000
97,000
0
0
0
142,000

800
2,000
1,200
3,000
0
7,000
793,776

0
285
40
0
69,425
69,750
613,745

800
1,000
500
1,200
0
3,500
513,800
1,200

Expense
Salaries

Total Salaries

399,600

354,140

391,100

Total Employee Benefits
Administrative Expenses
Office Supplies
Computer Expenses
Accounting
Copy Machine Expense & Prinitng Exp
Paypal Charges
Payroll Company Fees

149,600

127,492

101,100

3,000
5,400
7,000
6,000
0
0

4,027
11,195
3,578
2,732
655
1,985

4,000
9,000
3,600
2,800
700
2,000

Employee Benefits
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FBC 2021 Budget
Operating Fund
Accou
nt
Numb
er
Account Name
Postage
Marketing
Legal Fees
Miscellaneous Fees
Total Administrative Expenses
Property Expenses
Property Insurance Expense
Community Center Property Tax
Parking Lot Property Tax
Total Property Expenses
General Ministry Expenses
General Ministry Expense
Meals Expense
Parking Expenses
Security Night
Security On Site
ABC - CPC Conferences & Expenses
Total General Ministry Expenses
Utilities
Electricity - FBC
Electricity - Parking Lot
Natural Gas
Telephone
Water/Sewer
Trash
Total Utilities
Building Repairs & Maintenance
Custodial Supplies
Cleaning Service
Building Maintenance & Maintenance SVC
HVAC Service Agreement - FBC FBCCC
Columbia Water Technology
Oits Elevator Company
Paramount Pest Control Inc.
Other Contracts
Installing interior windows in doors
Video security system
Van Expenses
Community Center Expenses
Total Building Repairs & Maintenance

Budget
2020
4,000
600
1,500
2,000
29,500

Expected
2020
(Budget
Only)
4,436
65
443
1,369
30,484

Budget
2021
4,700
2,000
1,500
1,500
31,800

21,000
9,000
32,000
62,000

15,755
9,025
32,380
57,160

20,000
9,000
32,000
61,000

0
1,000
500
6,000
5,616
250
13,366

0
296
311
6,334
5,722
0
12,663

250
500
500
6,000
0
250
7,500

28,000
500
12,000
11,000
15,000
17,000
83,500

19,536
387
11,391
9,995
10,553
18,711
70,573

20,000
500
12,000
10,000
12,000
19,000
73,500

7,000
36,000
69,564

4,119
36,950
76,799

1,000
9,000
122,564

612
138
118,618

4,300
14,400
30,000
10,000
6,000
1,200
900
4,400
2,000
1,000
500
500
75,200
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FBC 2021 Budget

Operating Fund
Accou
nt
Numb
er
Account Name
Membership, Faith & Witness Committee
MF&W Supplies
Homebound Ministry
Care Team Supplies
Church Picnic
Thanksgiving Dinner
Total Membership, Faith & Witness Committee
Stewardship Committee
Stewardship Committee
Total Stewardship Committee
Worship Committee
Worship Committee
Worship - Pulpit Supply
Instrument Maintenance
Sheet Music
Guest Musicians
Substitute Musicians
Worship - Copywrite License
Memorial Flowers Monthly
Supplies - Memorial Flowers
Choir Music Projects
Total Worship Committee
Mission Outreach Committee
Mission Outreach Committee
Total Mission Outreach Committee
Christian Education
Christian Education
Young Adult Ministry
Hispanic Ministry
Life Group Ministry
Children's Curriculum
Total Christian Education
Missions General Fund
American Baptist Churches USA
Camp Arrah Wanna
Total Missions General Fund
Cambodian Department
Cambodian Congregation
Total Cambodian Department
Total Expense
50

Budget
2020

Expected
2020
(Budget
Only)

Budget
2021

1,000
0

561
0

1,200
750
2,950

0
0
561

600
500
100
1,200
750
3,150

150
150

0
0

150
150

500
1,500
2,000
500
2,500
2,000
500
6,400
600
3,000
19,500

390
330
2,000
0
2,500
0
500
2,273
1,130
0
9,123

500
600
1,500
100
1,500
800
550
2,200
600
1,200
9,550

1,600
1,600

700
700

800
800

1,600

996

2,500
4,100

625
1,621

1,000
600
600
500
1,500
4,200

16,500
1,083
17,583

16,500
1,000
17,500

16,500
1,000
17,500

1,711
1,711
907,724

491
491
801,126

1,000
1,000
777,550
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FBC 2021 Budget

Operating Fund
Accou
nt
Numb
er
Account Name

Budget
2020

Summary
Income moved to other funds
Missions
Replacement Fund
Drop In Ministry
Adjustments

Total Income
Total Expense
Net Income (Loss)

Summary - Account Balance
Beginning Fund Balance
+ Net Income / (Loss)
= Ending Fund Balance
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Expected
2020
(Budget
Only)

Budget
2021

-11,000
-11,280
0
0
771,496
907,724
-136,228

-13,238
-2,147
-10,481
-23,477
564,403
801,126
-236,724

-3,000
0
0
0
510,800
777,550
-266,750

494,563
-136,228
358,335

494,563
-34,624
459,939

459,939
-266,750
193,190
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In such an unsettling year, it was indeed gratifying to be a part of
the First Baptist Church Foundation. We rely on investment returns
in Foundation assets and despite an early tumble, the stock market
rallied with a 15.85% return for the year. The foundation assets are
managed through an arm of Umpqua Investments, soon to be Stewart
Partners Global Advisory firm who has purchased Umpqua Investments.
Duane Rodenwald will continue to be our point of contact regarding the
investments. The combined funds finished the year over $3,200,000.
As the assets grow, our ability to support First Baptist Church and
American Baptist ministries also grows. In 2020, the following
distributions were made:
First Baptist Church unified budget.......................................... $117,000
Rainbow Acres..................................................................................2,000
Cambodian Children’s Ministry ......................................................1,000
Camp Arrah Wanna-Operations .....................................................2,000
Camp Arrah Wanna-Capital Campaign ..........................................2,000
TOTAL..................................................................................... $124,000
In support of Worship Goal A to create and execute a master plan for
audio/visual equipment improvements, the Foundation authorized a
combined 2020 and 2021 gift up to $17,000 from the Drake and Meissner
funds. Expenditures are approved through the Worship committee.
Those funds were designated to enhance evangelism and the worship
experience. The expenditures to date have certainly enhanced the
worship experience during COVID and will continue to benefit the
congregation for years to come.
Encouragement and diligence from Bruce Bridgess ensured we have a
new Foundation Brochure to share. I encourage anyone interested in
making a lasting gift to support the activities of First Baptist Church to
contact one of the Foundation officers.
The following church members have been elected to lead the Foundation
in 2021:
President Martha Cox
Vice President Vernon Chartier
Secretary Paul Newman
Treasurer Bruce Bridgess
Submitted by Martha Cox, President
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